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Introduction 
The small booklet, Living Hospitably: an intercultural journey, is an attempt to offer in a user 

friendly and accessible format some guidelines for welcoming, receiving and sharing our 

church spaces with “newer migrant” Christian communities.  

 

At various General Assemblies from 2005 to 2012, we have received and endorsed not only 

well-written papers, but also new congregations from some of these “migrant” Christian 

communities among us. There are also an increasing number of United Reformed Church 

congregations that share its worship space and/or buildings with migrant Christian 

communities. Such sharing may take a variety shapes from developing intentional 

partnerships to merely a “rental” relationship. 

 

Recognising that since our 2005 ‘multicultural church’ declaration much has changed, we 

have been giving thought to how we can together move beyond our nicely formulated 

intentions as we grow deeper and wider in our life together. To this end we have reframed 

our aspirations that invite us all to deepen intercultural habits where the reality of diversity 

will mean “mutual inconveniencing” of all towards the larger story of members of the one 

body of Christ. 

 

The booklet firstly reworks, builds on and adds to the “guidelines for receiving migrant 

churches” which was adopted at General Assembly 2007. We have also provided a bible 

study (by Revd Dr John Campbell) that will provide biblical underpinnings to accompany 

further consideration of the themes and challenges. It is our hope that congregations (Elders 

meeting, Study Day, Joint meetings and House Groups etc) will find this a helpful study tool 

and conversation starter.  

 

While we have consulted with a wide cross-section of voices, (including those of colleagues 

from migrant Christian communities, this booklet has been prepared from the perspective 

of a “host” or established church tradition. It is important to note this. Also, we wished to 

note the limitations and dangers of using a term such as “migrant churches” and newer 

migrant churches”. We have used “newer migrant” and “migrant” Christian Churches and 

Communities mindful of all the challenges associated with naming – especially pejorative 

connotations as well as the danger of seeing a long established church or cultural group in 

our midst as always being “migrant”. We hope that there is enough in this booklet to help 

us move beyond these perceptions. 

 

Michael N. Jagessar (Revd Dr) 

Secretary – Multicultural Church, Intercultural Habit 

November 2012  



Newer Migrant Churches and the United Reformed Church  

Guidelines for an Intercultural Journey  
 

Towards Belonging Together 

Introduction 

1. The United Reformed Church wishes to become proactive about being a 

multicultural Church that welcomes all people, treating them with loving care so that 

our Churches become places of hospitality, justice and reconciliation.  

2. One of the ways the United Reformed Church is reaching out in its ministry and 

mission is by welcoming more migrant churches1 and Christian communities to share 

the use of its Church buildings. What in some may start out as rental relationship 

often evolves and develops into good intercultural relations within United Reformed 

Churches themselves.  

3. When a migrant congregation seeks to relate to the United Reformed Church and 

enter into a partnership with a local URC, the following GUIDELINES are intended 

to help a partnership.  

For the migrant church..... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the United Reformed Congregation..... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
1
 We use the term “migrant churches” primarily to identify newer Christian communities in the UK that have 

resulted because of migration, movement of peoples  and through the rising number of Diaspora 
communities.. We are mindful of the limited, restrictive and sometimes prejudicial use of the term. 

Are you a settle permanent group? 
Do you have a relationship with any home 

church or mission partner outside of the 

UK? 

Is your worship inclusive and welcoming to all, and open to people of different 

ethnicities? 

Is your faith and practice in agreement 

with the United Reformed Church’s 

Basis of Union? 

Do you seriously desire to be in the 

fellowship with your neighbouring 

congregations and local ecumenical partners? 

As part of your journey with this newer 

migrant congregation/or community, 

from your conversations, how will you 

begin the process of receiving this new 

congregation in an openly warm and 

welcoming way? 

 

How will you implement an educational and 

orientation programme that will benefit both 

congregations, including developing a better 

understanding of the United Reformed Church 

in a British context and understanding better the 

background of the migrant congregation? 

 



A New Adventure (multicultural church, intercultural habit) 

1. The multicultural Church, in all its forms needs to be ‘intercultural’, inviting all of us 

to journey beyond our comfort zones and boundaries to discover new insights into 

what it means to be followers of Jesus in our specific contexts in which we are all 

learners. For our journeys together to be effective and fruitful, we need to 

constantly consider and reconsider the ministry and mission needs of our 

congregations and communities 

2. Arising from the conversations that that take place, the opportunity should arise that 

can start the process of enabling belonging for the new congregation into the URC. 

The challenge is how to re-negotiate belonging together, that is how to adjust the 

fact of belonging for all 

3. It is important not to rush this process or to proceed too quickly on the journey, 

but to allow time for thorough consultation on this journey. The following issues are 

critical to address.  

Leadership Conversations 

 
1. Understanding and recognising the leadership of a new congregation is crucial for the 

transition period and also for long-term survival of the new congregations. Among 

the questions and queries would be the following? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Consultations and conversations may lead/ enable a working system of formal 

recognition of minority ethnic leadership as part of the guidelines of receiving 

migrant churches. 

 

 

 

 

 

How do we formally recognise the leadership of a new congregation (lay or ordained)?  

 

Who can we seek advice from within the United Reformed Church? 

 
o Synod Moderators (and other Synod Officers) 

o The Secretary for Racial Justice and Multicultural Ministry 

o The Secretary for Ministries  
o The Secretary for Education and Learning 

o The Secretary for Ecumenical Relations  
o The General secretary 

 

How would a migrant congregation find constructive ways of developing, 

nurturing and sustaining leadership including volunteer leadership? 

 

How should the host Church be involved with the new congregation? 

 



3. Members of the host church could reflect on ‘leadership’. This can start as general 

conversations and move to the specific case of the new congregation. 

 

4. The synod and the Area Committee/Forum should be involved in this process.  

 

 

 

 

 

Property Sharing 

1. For the host congregation and the new congregation the sharing of buildings should 

be seen as an important aspect of mission.  

2. It needs to be clear who holds the keys and is essential that there is a written 

agreement of this relationship.  

 

 

 

Relationship to Back Home Church 

1. Migrants often seek out churches that appear the same or similar to their back home 

church.  

2. However, in reality the seemingly alike churches turn out to have different practices 

and sometimes ethos.  

3. This can cause confusion for both the migrant church and the members of the URC.  

4. It is very important for the United Reformed Church to understand something of 

the churches that the members of the migrant church congregation have come from.  

5. Equally, it is also important for the migrant church to be encouraged to understand 

the United Reformed Church and the way its church works with its guiding 

principles. 

 

 

 

 

 

How can we ensure that the property sharing aspect of the 

journey continues amicably and efficiently? 

 

How can this understanding be achieved and developed? 

 

What is the distinction between cultural traditions (whether 

host or migrant church) and maintaining home traditions? 

 

How do we ensure that church leaders are 

accountable and to whom? 

 

Are there other questions that evolve out of the 

conversations? 

 



Generational Challenges 

1. Experience shows that differences between the needs of people from and raised in 

their country of origin and those born in Britain.  

2. First and second generations may feel more at home worshiping in their own 

ethnicity, culture and language. 

3. On the other hand third and fourth generations could be very comfortable 

worshiping with their peers of different ethnic/cultural groups in English.  

 

 

 

 

Recognition of Different Models of Multicultural Church 

‘Church alongside Church’ 

 Two congregations worshipping at different times in two different languages but 

could have a single Church Elders or Council meeting (e.g. when a URC 

congregation exists side by side with an ‘Urdu’ language ministry – multi-worship 

service).   

 This is often referred to as a solidarity model. 

 

Culturally mixed Church 

 A multi-culturally mixed congregation, where two or more ethnic groups merge into 

one. The hope is that such a congregation would proactively work to be intercultural 

in its worship, hospitality and church programmes. Hopefully, dialogue of cultures 

will result in creative possibilities and interacting in reshaping the church.  

 There are two categories here: an ecumenical model and an intercultural model. 

 

Mission Project 

 A specific migrant church that becomes a mission project which has grown out of a 

partnership with a local church (e.g. which is happening in Korean  and Pakistani 

Christian communities).  

 Such a project could serve as a transition opportunity in a rapidly changing context.  

 This model is geared towards revitalizing mission and ministry, where an existing 

culture has diminished to maintenance mode. Such a mission project would need to 

embrace ethnic, cultural and socio-economic changes  

 

How can we enable all generations to engage in worship, church life and Christian 

education that is appealing and meaningful to them? 

 



Living Diversity 

1. Sometimes there can be different models happening at the same time in the one 

church.  

2. Such diversity can thrive and be affirmed within the framework of the United 

Reformed Church as the home to all these groups - as the manifest body of Christ 

who unites us all. 

3. The implied emphasis here is an assertion of our identity as the United Reformed 

Church, which is a certainty of belonging and ownership that new migrant groups 

particularly need as they establish roots in a new context. (Noting that some of our 

churches are part of Local Ecumenical Projects [LEPSs] ) 

Theological and Church Life Diversity 

1. We need to keep in mind how diverse the Christian landscapes is in the UK, with 

the presence of different confessions, denominations and historical sensitivities, all 

these will play a part in conversations that take place between the URC and migrant 

churches. 

2. Amongst all this diversity, we need to focus on the relevance to people’s lives of 

how church life intertwines with people’s daily life, influenced by cultural practices 

which cannot be separated from other aspects of life.  

3. We need to recognise that church life and theology are heavily influenced by cultural 

practices. This is the case for all Churches as we are all culturally embodied! 

Formal Ceremony of Welcome and Receiving 

1. When a URC and migrant congregation have decided to enter a partnership 

together and are satisfied that all the different aspects of the relationship have been 

discussed, agreements reached, and the check list below has been dealt with, a 

formal ceremony/service of welcoming and receiving the new congregation into the 

United Reformed Church. 

2. This should also involve the synod, Area committee/forum and the Secretary for 

Racial Justice and Multicultural Ministry. 

3. Such a service similar to an induction/commissioning service may include the handing 

over of the new congregation's roll to the Synod/Area; a symbolic acceptance or 

affirmation by the parties involved (i.e. the new congregation, the host congregation 

etc..) of their property sharing agreement; the adoption of and commitment to the 

'Model Constitution for a Local Congregation of the URC' by the parties involved.  

4. It is important that in such an Inaugural Service, the new congregation is properly 

enabled to have its say in what happens and that the 'host' congregation is also 

included. Often the new congregation would want someone from their own ethnic 

leadership to play a key role (e.g. preaching) on the day. 

 

 



General and Practical Matters 

The following considerations should be addressed for an effective relationship to develop 

 Resource Sharing: It is important to evaluate the use and distribution of resource 

people and building sharing, especially where the host church may have been without 

a minister for a long time.  

 

 

 Membership in the new congregation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Communication 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Governance/Meetings  

This will include minutes of church meetings, working with a constitution, locating of 

structures and understanding of how these work in each ecclesial organisation, the 

place and role of elders and the ministry of the whole people of God. This can also 

include legal requirements and regulations as stipulated by the law of the land. 

 Finances & Resourcing for Ministry  

 

 

How will we build an ethos of trust between the two congregations? 

 

Who are the members and what categories of membership exist? 

 

How does this compare with the URC’s understanding of membership? 

How do we share different understanding of membership and re-think 

membership in the light of the new partnership? 

How do we engage in on-going communication? What is the best way of doing this 

and between whom? 

How will we develop skills in cross-cultural 

communication? 

 

How do we together manage the 

expectations of both congregations? 

How can the Area Committee/forum and synod continue to be productive in 

supporting the new partnership? 

 

How is mission and ministry of both local congregations are funded and how are 
resources to shared and deployed.  

 



 Conflicts & Discipline 

 
 
 
 
 

 Roles  

 
 
 
 

 

 Timescale 

 

 

 

 Support  
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What sort of pastoral support will be provided for both minister and 

congregation? 

 

What timescale should be in place for review and giving content and shape to a 

helpful process? 

 

How can the Synod become more proactive in this new partnership (with a 

watching brief)?  Will there be a designated Synod/Area person to 
accompany/enable/ the process? 

 

How are conflicts managed and resolved in the United Reformed Church? How 

are inappropriate behaviours of ministers/crcws/lay workers dealt with?  

 



     

Is it anything like this, in your experience? 

A working list of how things sometimes are in landlord / tenant church relationships 

generated by Revd Dr John Campbell 

 It’s often a relationship neither church really wants 

the landlords wish they were so busy and active that they couldn’t fit another church in 

the tenants wish they could have a whole place of their own 

 

 It can be hard for either church to justify the relationship theologically 

that there are other churches down the road is just about acceptable, 

but sharing the same building with another church sort of stretches ‘the body of Christ’ idea 

 

 It can be a balancing act of similarity and difference 

both churches may be pleased that the other church is broadly Christian, and so sort of ‘us’ 

yet both may be pleased that the other is sort of different in some clear way (e.g. language),  

to help explain why they are not worshipping as ONE fellowship 

 

 It can all too easily be a minefield of misunderstandings and annoyances 

both churches can find some of the things the other does deeply annoying and hard to 

explain How can they be Christian if they do this? Frustrations can build and build in both 

directions 

 

 A particular issue can become a marker in a tussle for the moral high 

ground 
a particular (small?) issue can grow into something huge where both churches see 

themselves as being wronged and treated unChristianly and it can become very fraught 

 

 Sometimes the relationship may sort of mimic family tensions 

the landlord church may find themselves playing the ‘parent’ role, insisting on rules 

the tenant church may find themselves feeling like a resentful teenager 

 

 Underneath, it’s an unequal relationship in an unequal world 

Landlords own the building and tenants don’t – that is inherently unequal 

and often the tenant church is from a community that faces inequality in the wider UK 

community 

 

 

Yet building good relationships between churches sharing premises is beautiful and enriching 

for all. 

“How very good and pleasant it is when kindred live together in unity”  Psalm 133 v1 

 

It’s just something we have to keep working at..... 



Bible Study for Intercultural Explorations 

So, you want to get along well together... 

good intentions, difficult moments and practical advice in Ancient Corinth 

 

1Corinthians 12.12-27  

 

This study is offered as a flexible tool for use by two or more churches which are engaging 

in intercultural explorations alongside each other, especially where they share the use of the 

same premises. It is designed to enable a shared Bible study between such fellowships, but it 

could also be used within a single congregation as a means to reflect on its developing 

relationship with one or more other fellowships. Exactly what is done and how it is done 

must be a local decision. These materials are offered in the hope that, one way or another, 

they will help.  

 

Things to think about before you start: 

 enablers – it is often much more creative and helpful if two or three people prepare for 

and enable the study between them. Where more than one congregation is involved it 

would be good to have each of them represented within the team of enablers who meet 

and prepare for it beforehand, then deliver it together. They could also reflect together 

afterwards on how the study went and what they themselves learned from being enablers 

 setting – how? where? and when? questions are important. What timings and place will 

best engage all the affected people? What sort of catering (anything from a drink to a full 

meal) will best suit those attending, and how will the catering be done? Would it be right to 

share in some form of prayer and worship before and/or after the study? What might that 

be and who will prepare for it? The wishes and expectations of all who may be involved are 

important 

 participants – who you might wish to have present is a local decision. It could involve a 

mixed group from the fellowships which are seeking to journey together, or people from one 

fellowship as they prepare for intercultural exploration with another fellowship. Other 

options to consider are whether you might want to do this study at a joint leadership 

meeting (with ministers, pastors, elders, deacons, leadership teams, etc) or offer it as an 

open invitation study for anyone from the affected churches or simply offer it as a special 

session at existing study groups 

 How much paper? – some groups appreciate having lots of paperwork, others are happy 

just to refer to the set passage in their Bibles and leave the rest to the enablers. It is 

intended that this study can be done in one of three ways: (1) by sharing the passage, a 

background information sheet and a small-group question sheet with every participant; (2) 

by sharing only the passage and the small-group question sheet with every participant; (3) 

by offering no paper support, only asking people to follow the passage in their own Bibles or 

in Church Bibles or listen to others reading it. Which approach is best suited to your 

group(s) has to be a local decision. 

 seeking involvement – depending on the format and membership you intend, you may 

need to give careful thought as to how the study is ‘sold’ to those whom you would wish to 



involve. How do you generate attendance? How do you ensure a reasonable balance of 

attendance if more than one church is involved? 

 follow-up – the study itself invites those involved to consider what they and their 

church(es) will do afterwards. As a result, there may need to be some structured follow-up 

or reporting back to wider groups within affected fellowships. It would be wise to plan for 

this before you start 

 

 

PART ONE – Our aspirations today 

allow about five minutes in the small groups and five to ten for feedback (depending on group size) 

 

Before we travel back to the ancient Greek city of Corinth (the core of our study) you are 

invited to stop a moment to think about your own churches’ intercultural explorations and 

journey today. Working in twos & threes (you could try mixed pairings from different churches, 

if you’re study group involves people from more than one fellowship) take a few moments to 

share what each person thinks their church should be aspiring to achieve in its 

relationship(s) with the other church(es) sharing the same premises. Be honest. There’s no 

‘right’ answer to this one. Everyone needs to give their personal opinion 

 

 What do you hope will emerge or develop from our intercultural 

explorations? (you could usefully adapt this question to refer explicitly to your local 

situation) 

 

Once these ‘buzz’ groups in 2s & 3s have had about five minutes to talk and everyone has 

shared their own ideas, one of the enablers should invite people to name their ideas to the 

whole group, whilst another enabler captures the ideas on a flipchart pad or other large 

piece of paper so that they can be displayed and reviewed by everyone later in the session. 

 

 

PART TWO – The way the world works – the city as a body 

allow about ten to fifteen minutes for all of this section, including thinking about arrival in UK cities 

today 

 

Now we’re ready to travel back in time to the ancient city of Corinth, somewhere around 

48CE, but we’re not going straight to the church that has recently been formed there. 

We’re going to take a quick look at the city and at a commonly-used model of how cities 

work.  

 

There are two blocks of “Background Information” here which need to be shared with 

everyone in as accessible a format as possible. The information is given below in a readable 

format that could simply be read out to the participants, but if someone can present or 

retell the information in a more enlivening style, please arrange for this to happen. If you can 

produce and use a PowerPoint display, that might help. Googling ‘Ancient Corinth’ in Google 



Images (or equivalent) should help you find some relevant maps and pictures. Otherwise 

you could use the maps showing Paul’s missionary journeys that are often found at the back 

of Bibles. Anyway, here’s the two blocks of information for sharing. If you do just read them 

out, try using two different voices for the two blocks: 

 

Corinth in the time of Paul – background information, block one 

Corinth was a strategically-placed Roman colony in Greece. It had been founded by 

Julius Caesar in 44 BCE on the site of an older Greek city of the same name which 

previously had been largely destroyed. The city sat next to a narrow neck of land that 

joined a vast peninsula (the furthest south blob of Greece) to the rest of Greece. This 

meant that it held a key position on the main trade route between Italy and Asia 

Minor. Corinth had two ports, one to the west, the other to the east and all goods in 

transit had to be carried over the isthmus from the one port to the other.  So, by the 

time of Paul, Corinth was a self-confident, competitive and very prosperous trading 

centre with a multi-racial population but with a markedly Roman character to its civic 

life.  

 

People came to Corinth from all across the Empire to try to make money. But, so far 

as we can tell, the city was divided not only into distinct ethnic groups (e.g. the Jewish 

community) but also by social status (notably, the division between slaves and free 

people, but there were many more layers besides). There were also significant 

divisions into distinct trades and callings. Each trade probably had its own guild or 

affiliation which took regular subscriptions and would lay on an appropriately dignified 

funeral when one of its members died. Social mobility wasn’t easy to achieve. 

 

New arrivals, particularly if they had grown up in a village community, must have 

wondered how this complex bustling community held together. One common 

explanation, which was used regularly at the time, was to compare a city to a human 

body.... 

 

The City is like a Body – background information, block two 

The complexity of a city like Corinth with its many, many distinct roles and tasks was 

likened to the diverse members of a human body. Various very different members all 

contributed to the life and health of the one body. The picture also helped to explain 

why some city dwellers were doing much better than others. Not everyone can be 

the stomach (where all the food goes), the picture said. Some have to be the hands 

that prepare the food (without getting to keep any) and others have to be feet and 

legs that do all the legwork. 

 

The body picture honours the rich diversity of the city’s people and their roles in 

city life, but it also affirms the vast differences in wealth, status and freedom between 

people within the city. It urges everyone to accept inequality. The city needs slaves 

as well as merchants and councilmen if it is going to work. Don’t try to be what you’re 



not. Don’t envy the wealthy. Just get on with your bit of being body together. If the 

city-body turned on itself everyone would suffer. The body picture says, “Know your 

place! Don’t get uppity!” 

 

Can we recognise this? 

 

This diversity and inequality is the way our world works too. Here are two questions for 

the whole group to consider together. Firstly, everyone should try to imagine they are a 

recent arrival in a UK city either from a rural area or from another continent (or, if this has 

ever been part of your own experience, try to recall how it all looked to you when you first 

arrived).   

 

 As a new arrival, what might you make of the city’s diversity and 

inequality?  

 

 What aspects of life in UK cities today teach the ‘have nots’ to know their 

place? 

 

The enablers can share these questions with the whole group and invite responses, 

recording and displaying them as seems best. Particularly if people are tapping into real 

experiences of new arrival, there is a risk of the story-sharing taking a lot of time. The 

enablers need to judge how much time to give to this so as to balance respect for the 

shared stories with keeping the whole study moving forward  (easier to manage when 

there’s more than one enabler). 

 

Anyway, the point is to show that 2,000 years later we know something of how Corinth 

works ‘like a body’, because we all know ‘How the world works’ now. 

 

 

PART THREE – Paul’s Christian ideal – the body of Christ 

allow about ten to fifteen minutes for all of this section 

 

Now we’re ready to visit with the recently-formed church in Corinth. This will involve one 

more block of “Background Information” that needs to be shared with everyone in as 

accessible a format as possible. Once again, the information is given below in a format that 

could simply be read out to the participants, but if you think someone might be able to 

present or retell the information in a more enlivening style, please arrange for this to 

happen: 

 

The New Church in Ancient Corinth – background information, block three 

There is an account of the beginnings of the Church in Corinth in Acts 18.1-17. From this 

and comments in Paul’s letters it would seem that Paul, in distinction to his grand public 

address in Athens (Acts 17.16-34), quietly joined the endless stream of new arrivals in the 



city. Like many, he seeks out friends from his own ethnic background and trade, paying his 

way in the low-status, menial trade of tent-making. Still, sewing leather and canvas in an 

open-fronted shop, he must have made contact with a wide variety of customers. As a 

result, he attracted people of a wide variety of social backgrounds to the church. Although 

most of them were of low standing – slaves, artisans and such like – some were of higher 

social standing within the Jewish, Roman and Greek communities of the city. Paul, in the first 

chapter of 1 Corinthians puts it like this: ‘...not many of you were wise by human standards, not 

many were powerful, not many were of noble birth.’ Thus the Christian fellowships of Corinth 

must have been highly unusual in the sorts of broad social mixing they afforded in what was 

otherwise a highly stratified city of distinct groups who each knew their place. Being a 

convention-defying Christian in Corinth must have been exciting! 

 

Paul’s Body Picture is Different 

 

Only some three or four years after the church began in Corinth, Paul has travelled on and 

is now writing back with advice because he has heard disturbing things about new 

developments  in the church. As part of his therapeutic comments he likens the church to a 

body – not just any body, ‘the body of Christ’. Many of us know the passage well. For now, 

we need someone to read only.... 

 

 

1 Corinthians 12.12-13 & 18-20 

Invite the whole group to consider the ways this picture is like the Greek idea of the city as 

body: 

 

 In what ways is Paul’s body picture of church like the city-as-body picture? 

 

Hopefully, the group will be able to identify that this is also about affirming DIVERSITY: 

o there’s ethnic diversity (Jew & Greek in v13) 
o there’s status diversity (slave & free in v 13) 

o there’s also (if anyone spots it) diversity of gifts in the previous verses (vv9-11) 

 

So far, Paul’s picture of the church is very similar to the Greek picture of the city as a body, 

but now ask someone to read.... 

 

 

1 Corinthians 12.21-26 

Invite the whole group to consider: 

 

 So, now, what’s different about Paul’s body picture? 

 

Hopefully, the group will be able to identify that this is not about affirming INEQUALITY! 

o v.22 – the members... that seem to be weaker are indispensable 
o v23 – those we think less honourable we clothe with greater honour 



o v24 – God has so arranged the body – giving the greater honour to the inferior member 

o v25 – the members... have the same care for one another 
o This is ACTIVE RE-VALUING – affirming every member! 

 

Invite the group to sum up Paul’s attitude to the diversity in the body of Christ: 

 

 How, according to Paul, are we to respond to differences of ethnicity, 

status or gifting in church? 

 

Try to agree a statement about this that you can record and display before the group moves 

on... 

 

It might be helpful to take some sort of short break at this point, 

even if it’s just standing up and turning round; 

any means of deliberately disengaging in order to re-engage 

you could sing together the ‘ One Body!’ song given at the end of these notes 

 

PART FOUR – Keeping it real – echoes from the text 

allow about thirty to forty minutes for this section, including about twenty to thirty minutes in groups 

 

Now start up with another quick question to the whole group: 

 

 But why does Paul need to say all this in his letter to the church in 

Corinth? 

 

The Corinthian Christians are not delivering!  

Invite someone to read the bit of the passage we’ve previously skipped over... 

 

 

1 Corinthians 12.14-21 

Invite the whole group to see if they can detect traces of the way the Corinthian Christians 

have been treating each other in this section of the text.... 

 

 Can you uncover any traces of how the Corinthian Christians might have 

been treating each other from what Paul says? 

 

Possible traces in the text that, hopefully, the group will identify:  

o v15 – ‘Because I’m not a hand I do not belong to the body!’ 

o v16 – ‘Because I’m not an eye I do not belong to the body!’ 

o v21 – eye to hand – ‘I have no need of you!’ 
o v21 – head to feet – ‘I have no need of you!’ 

 

Is it possible these are really quotations from Corinthian church people?  

Do we recognise these attitudes from church life today? Let’s explore this further. 



Group exercise (in groups of 4 to 6 people) 

 

If there are eight or more people present, you need to divide those present into groups of 4 

to 6 people (with less than eight people, just look at one of the two quotations with the whole 

group). 

 

Some of your groups of 4 to 6 need to look at the ‘Because I’m not a ....... , I’m not a 

part of the body!’ quotation and the others need to look at the ‘I have no need of you!’ 

quotation. 

 

Each group of 4 to 6 then divides into two sub-groups – ‘Comment makers’ and 

‘Comment receivers’.   

 

These two sub-groups have separate short discussions: 

 

 ‘Comment makers’ consider together what might have brought church 

members to make this sort of comment 

 

 ‘Comment receivers’ consider together how they might have felt if this 

sort of comment was made to/about them 

 

When the two sub-groups are ready, then each sub-group in turn shares their ideas with 

the rest of their Group. Hopefully a picture of some of the tensions in Corinth will be 

emerging. 

 

Now each of the ‘Because I’m not...’ groups reports back on the tensions, feelings and 

divisions they have unearthed or recreated. Then each of the ‘I have no need of you!’ 

groups reports back on the tensions, feelings and divisions they have recreated. 

 

The whole group, reflecting on what has been shared, tries to answer three questions (and 

an enabler tries to capture them on paper for display): 

 

 What is going wrong in the church in Corinth? 

  

 How might Paul’s idea of the Body of Christ help? 

 

 How does this relate to us in our intercultural situation today? 

 

PART FIVE – What about us? – what will we do now? 

allow ten to fifteen minutes for this section, including the brief time in small groups 

 

Now it would be best for everyone, if possible, to return to the group of two or three that 

they formed in Part One and for each of those groups to consider two things: 



 

 Have we learned anything from the study that might affect how our 

aspirations would best be achieved?  

 

 What do our church(es) need to do to make realistic progress with 

‘getting along well together’? 

 

Try to remember what you said to each other in Part One of the study, but also refer to 

the recording sheet produced during the feedback from the groups in Part One as a prompt 

both to your own ideas and to the ideas that others shared in Part One. Has this study 

contributed anything to your ideas as to how the shared aspirations might realistically be 

achieved? 

 

Once the groups have had about 5-10 minutes to talk and everyone has shared their ideas, 

one of the enablers should invite people to feedback their thoughts to the whole group, 

whilst another enabler writes the ideas down on a flipchart pad or other large piece of 

paper so that they can be put up on display and considered by the group as a whole. From 

all of this can we agree “Our Recommendations”?  If so, they can be used as the basis of 

reporting back to other groups and formal church meetings, if you have planned to do this. 

 

 

Closing 

 

At the conclusion of your study you may wish to share a prayer or some form of closing 

worship, possibly including the reading of the whole study passage – 1 Cor 12.12-27. If you 

feel like singing a short song, the following song might be appropriate. It goes to the well-

known tune ‘Give me oil in my lamp’/’Sing Hosanna’ and should be quite easy to raise and sing 

unaccompanied, if necessary: 

 

 

 

One Body! tune: Give me oil in my lamp... (Rejoice and Sing 523, Mission Praise 167) 

 

Called by Jesus to live as one body 

with a unity all can share, 

but to glory in ev’ryone’s diff’rence; 

treat each other with respect and care! 

Each one giving, each receiving, 

build one body with the love of God; 

each one list’ning, each one learning, 

body-building for our God!  

                   (all shout): “ONE BODY!” 

 



words by John M. Campbell – full permission given to reproduce for singing 

 

 

scroll on down to find the following possible handouts: 

 

All the Background materials on one sheet 

 

All the group questions on one sheet 

 



Bible Study for Intercultural Explorations 

So, you want to get along well together... 

good intentions, difficult moments and practical advice in Ancient Corinth 

 

1Corinthians 12.12-27  

 

All the background materials for the study 

 

 

Corinth in the time of Paul – background information, block one 

 

Corinth was a strategically-placed Roman colony in Greece. It had been founded by 

Julius Caesar in 44 BCE on the site of an older Greek city of the same name which 

previously had been largely destroyed. The city sat next to a narrow neck of land that 

joined a vast peninsula (the furthest south blob of Greece) to the rest of Greece. This 

meant that it held a key position on the main trade route between Italy and Asia 

Minor. Corinth had two ports, one to the west, the other to the east and all goods in 

transit had to be carried over the isthmus from the one port to the other.  So, by the 

time of Paul, Corinth was a self-confident, competitive and very prosperous trading 

centre with a multi-racial population but with a markedly Roman character to its civic 

life.  

 

People came to Corinth from all across the Empire to try to make money. But, so far 

as we can tell, the city was divided not only into distinct ethnic groups (e.g. the Jewish 

community) but also by social status (notably, the division between slaves and free 

people, but there were many more layers besides). There were also significant 

divisions into distinct trades and callings. Each trade probably had its own guild or 

affiliation which took regular subscriptions and would lay on an appropriately dignified 

funeral when one of its members died. Social mobility wasn’t easy to achieve. 

 

New arrivals, particularly if they had grown up in a village community, must have 

wondered how this complex bustling community held together. One common 

explanation, which was used regularly at the time, was to compare a city to a human 

body.... 

 

The City is like a Body – background information, block two 

 

The complexity of a city like Corinth with its many, many distinct roles and tasks was 

likened to the diverse members of a human body. Various very different members all 

contributed to the life and health of the one body. The picture also helped to explain 

why some city dwellers were doing much better than others. Not everyone can be 

the stomach (where all the food goes), the picture said. Some have to be the hands 



that prepare the food (without getting to keep any) and others have to be feet and 

legs that do all the legwork. 

 

The body picture honours the rich diversity of the city’s people and their roles in 

city life, but it also affirms the vast differences in wealth, status and freedom between 

people within the city. It urges everyone to accept inequality. The city needs slaves 

as well as merchants and councilmen if it is going to work. Don’t try to be what you’re 

not. Don’t envy the wealthy. Just get on with your bit of being body together. If the 

city-body turned on itself everyone would suffer. The body picture says, “Know your 

place! Don’t get uppity!” 

 

The New Church in Ancient Corinth – background information, block three 

 

There is an account of the beginnings of the Church in Corinth in Acts 18.1-17. From 

this and comments in Paul’s letters it would seem that Paul, in distinction to his grand 

public address in Athens (Acts 17.16-34), quietly joined the endless stream of new 

arrivals in the city. Like many, he seeks out friends from his own ethnic background 

and trade, paying his way in the low-status, menial trade of tent-making. Still, sewing 

leather and canvas in an open-fronted shop, he must have made contact with a wide 

variety of customers. As a result, he attracted people of a wide variety of social 

backgrounds to the church. Although most of them were of low standing – slaves, 

artisans and such like – some were of higher social standing within the Jewish, Roman 

and Greek communities of the city. Paul, in the first chapter of 1 Corinthians puts it 

like this: ‘...not many of you were wise by human standards, not many were powerful, not 

many were of noble birth.’ Thus the Christian fellowships of Corinth must have been 

highly unusual in the sorts of broad social mixing they afforded in what was otherwise 

a highly stratified city of distinct groups who each knew their place. Being a 

convention-defying Christian in Corinth must have been exciting! 

 

 

 



Bible Study for Intercultural Explorations 

So, you want to get along well together... 

good intentions, difficult moments and practical advice in Ancient Corinth 

 

1Corinthians 12.12-27  

 

 

PART ONE – Our aspirations today 

a question to be considered in groups of two or three... 

 

 What do you hope will emerge or develop from our intercultural explorations? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART TWO – The way the world works – the city as a body 

two questions for all the participants working together... 

 

 As a new arrival, what might you make of the city’s diversity and inequality?  

 

 What aspects of life in UK cities today teach the ‘have nots’ to know their place? 

 

 

 

PART THREE – Paul’s Christian ideal – the body of Christ 

three questions for all the participants working together... 

 

After hearing 1 Corinthians 12.12-13 & 18-20... 

 

 In what ways is Paul’s body picture of church like the city-as-body picture? 

 

After hearing 1 Corinthians 12.21-26 ... 

 

 So, now, what’s different about Paul’s body picture? 

 

 How, according to Paul, are we to respond to differences of ethnicity, status or 
gifting in church? 

 

 

 

 



PART FOUR – Keeping it real – echoes from the text 

several questions for all the participants working together... and a group exercise 

 

 But why does Paul need to say all this in his letter to the church in Corinth? 

 

 

 

After hearing 1 Corinthians 12.14-21 

 

 Can you uncover any traces of how the Corinthian Christians might have been 
treating each other from what Paul says? 

 

 

Group Exercise -  

 

o “Comment makers” consider together what might have brought church 
members to make this sort of comment 

 

o “Comment receivers” consider together how they might have felt if this sort 

of comment was made to/about them 

 

 

 What is going wrong in the church in Corinth? 

  

 How might Paul’s idea of the Body of Christ help? 

 

 How does this relate to us in our intercultural situation today? 

 

 

 

PART FIVE – What about us? – what will we do now? 

two questions to be considered in our original groups of two or three... 

 

 Have we learned anything from the study that might affect how our aspirations 
would best be achieved?  

 

 What do our church(es) need to do to make realistic progress with ‘getting along 
well together’? 

 

 

 

 

 

One Body! tune: Give me oil in my lamp... (Rejoice and Sing 523, Mission Praise 167) 



 

Called by Jesus to live as one body 

with a unity all can share, 

but to glory in ev’ryone’s diff’rence; 

treat each other with respect and care! 

Each one giving, each receiving, 

build one body with the love of God; 

each one list’ning, each one learning, 

body-building for our God!  

                   (all shout): “ONE BODY!” 

 

words by John M. Campbell – full permission given to reproduce for singing 

 

 

 


